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Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 

Let’s  Read! 

New Vocabulary 

beet: a vegetable with 
a big purple root 

sour: not sweet 

worm: a long animal 
that lives in dirt 

Look for the vowel teams 

ee, ea, 
ey 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

Scan the QR code  
to watch a fun 2-minute 

video about the book.

honey 

sweet 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10868856
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Candy is a sweet treat. 

It can taste like sea salt 

or like honey. It can be 

really hard or so soft that 

you can sink your teeth 

into it. 
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These treats can't be beat. 

They aren't too sweet to 

eat. Bet you can't eat just 

three! 
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Spring is when you see 

new kinds of jelly beans. 

Has a buddy ever teased 

you to try a coffee-flavored 

jelly bean or one that 

tastes like beets? EEK! 
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These candy treats will 

make you laugh. You can 

read them as you eat. 

Keep some to give to pals 

you meet. 
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Candy corn and pumpkins 

make a dreamy treat. They 

are not real corn or 

pumpkins! Eat them with 

some peanuts and you'll 

have a feast! 
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These worms are not the 

real deal! They are not 

sweet, but they are sour! 

A sour treat? They may 

make you weep. 
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Feel free to try these 

treats. Which one will you 

eat? Pick the candy you 

want for a feast, but 

please brush your teeth. 
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Phonics Fun 

High Frequency Words 

Comprehension 

Go on a hunt for words with 
ea, ee, and ey. 
Choose a book. 
Write down 5 ea, ee, and ey 
words you find.  
Read the words to a partner. 

How does the author show you 
a sense of anticipation in the 
book? 

Decodable Words 

bean 
beat 
beet 

coffee 
deal 

dreamy 
eek 
eat 

feast 
feel 
free 

honey 
keep 

meet 
peanut 
please 
read 
real 
see 
sea 

sweet 
tease 
teeth 
three 
treat 
weep 

laugh new 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Candy 
Decodable Set: 36 
Skill: Long e Vowel Teams 
ee, ea, ey 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10868856
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